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The scaling of exciton binding energy in semiconductor quantum wires is investigated theoretically
through a nonvariational, fully three-dimensional approach for a wide set of realistic state-of-the-art
structures. We find that in the strong confinement limit the same potential-to-kinetic energy ratio holds
for quite different wire cross sections and compositions. As a consequence, a universal (shape- and
composition-independent) parameter can be identified that governs the scaling of the binding energy
with size. Previous indications that the shape of the wire cross section may have important effects on
exciton binding are discussed in the light of the present results. [S0031-9007(97)03127-X]
PACS numbers: 73.20.Dx, 71.35.Cc, 78.66.FdThe achievement of large exciton binding energies (Eb)
is considered an important goal in the field of semiconduc-
tor nanostructures. On the one hand, large values of Eb
are the result of the enhanced Coulomb coupling between
electrons and holes due to their localization in the nano-
structure and, therefore, they provide a clear fingerprint of
low-dimensional confinement. On the other hand, large
exciton binding energies are a prerequisite for exploiting
excitonic nonlinearities in optical devices (e.g., switches
and modulators) that can operate efficiently at room
temperature.
For ideal two-dimensional (2D) systems, the binding
energy of the ground-state exciton is 4 times the three-
dimensional (3D) effective Rydberg. In quantum wells
(QWs), Eb has been indeed observed to approach this
limit when the well thickness is progressively reduced
[1]. In the ideal one-dimensional (1D) limit Eb diverges
[2], suggesting that exciton binding energies of quasi-1D
(q1D) systems can be in principle increased by extreme
quantum confinement much beyond the 2D limit [3].
Moreover, while for the Coulomb interaction the virial
theorem limits Eb to just half of the potential (Coulomb)
energy, the same limitation does not hold in the presence
of an additional confining potential. In other words, if
the only interactions are due to Coulomb forces, the
virial theorem implies that the modulus of the ratio
between average potential and kinetic energies is a ­ 2;
however, deviations from this condition are possible in
q1D structures, and one might hope to obtain a more
convenient ratio (i.e., larger a) by proper geometrical and
compositional tailoring, thereby enhancing Eb .
Large exciton binding energies, clearly indicating ad-
ditional confinement with respect to QWs of comparable
confinement length L, have been indeed observed in artifi-
cial semiconductor wires fabricated by different techniques
[4–9]. However, the dependence of Eb on the shape and
height of the confining potential, and its scaling with size
are still highly controversial. Based on theoretical predic-
tions obtained through variational calculations for model
wire geometries, the scaling of Eb is expected to be gov-0031-9007y97y78(18)y3527(4)$10.00erned by the extension of the single-particle wave func-
tions in the plane perpendicular to the free wire direction
(which in most cases simply reflects the cross sectional
area of the wire for a given barrier height), and to be much
less sensitive to the shape of the wire [10]. On the experi-
mental side, optical spectra have now been obtained for
wires of different geometries. In particular, direct epitaxial
overgrowth techniques on the cleaved edge of multi-QW
samples [11] or on patterned substrates [12] have recently
produced wires of good optical quality, with T-shaped and
V-shaped cross sections, respectively. Among the recent
experimental papers on such samples, some [4–6,9] essen-
tially confirm the expected trends for the size dependence
of Eb , while in others—T-shaped wires [7,8]—the values
extracted for Eb are apparently much larger than expected
on the basis of variational calculations [13,14].
The open question is whether for a specific shape of the
wire cross section electron-hole Coulomb correlation is
actually enhanced, due to effects that have been neglected
in previous theoretical approaches. In this case, the
parameters governing the scaling of exciton binding (if
any) would have to be reconsidered. On the other hand,
if this is not the case, one would still have to explain the
inconsistencies between the values of Eb extracted from
experimental data on different types of samples.
To address this problem, we make use of a theoreti-
cal approach recently proposed and used to study nonlin-
ear optical spectra of quantum wires [15]. The scheme is
based on a generalization of the well-known semiconduc-
tor Bloch equations (SBE) to the case of a multisubband
wire structure. In this Letter, we focus on the quasiequi-
librium regime where the solution of the SBE simply re-
duces to the solution of the polarization equation. This is
performed by direct numerical evaluation of the polariza-
tion eigenvalues and eigenvectors, which fully determine
the absorption spectrum. The main ingredients entering
the calculation are the single-particle energies and wave
functions, obtained numerically for an arbitrary 2D con-
finement potential which, e.g, can be deduced from TEM
images of real samples, as in Ref. [6]. Since the proposed© 1997 The American Physical Society 3527
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of the electron-hole Coulomb interaction [16], it allows a
direct evaluation of the 3D exciton wave function, thereby
eliminating any assumption on the form of the variational
excitonic ground state, which would hamper the determi-
nation of possible shape effects.
The above approach has been applied to realistic V- and
T-shaped quantum-wire (V-wire and T-wire) structures.
For both geometries, two different sets of conduction and
valence band offsets (Ve and Vh, respectively) have been
considered, in order to simulate both low-x AlxGa12xAs
and pure AlAs barrier compositions [17]. In total, we
consider four sets of samples, which we label V1, V2, T1,
T2, where V (T) refers to the wire shape, and 1 (2) refers
to the low (high) barriers. For V-wires, we start from the
reference-sample TEM profile of Ref. [6], and magnify
or reduce both confinement directions by the same scale
factor. Each sample is characterized by the confinement
length LV at the bottom of the V-shaped region. For T-
wires, we consider a set of samples with different values
of the parent QW width LT , which includes the samples of
Ref. [8] (here we only show data for T-wires with parent
QWs of equal width). The wire geometries are sketched
as insets in Fig. 1, and Table I summarizes the parameters
characterizing the four quantum-wire sets reported in this
Letter.
Figure 1 shows Eb and the corresponding mean poten-
tial energy kV l as a function of the characteristic size pa-
rameter of the wire, LV or LT . (Here and throughout the
paper, the symbol k· · ·l denotes the expectation value over
the exciton ground state.) As expected, both binding andFIG. 1. Exciton binding energy Eb and mean potential energy kV l of V-wires (left) and T-wires (right) for the samples of Table I.
Full dots indicate high barrier samples, and empty dots indicate low barrier samples, according to the legends. Full lines (Eb)
and dotted lines (kV l) are just guides to the eye. In the left insets we sketch the wire geometry, with indication of the relevant
geometrical parameter. In the right insets we show the calculated effective exciton Bohr radius, a, vs the relevant geometrical
parameter. The circled points refer to sample parameters corresponding to Ref. [6] (V-wires) and Ref. [8] (T-wires). For sample
parameters see also Table I.3528potential energies increase with decreasing LV or LT ; for
samples V2 and T2, corresponding to AlAs barriers, the
excitonic binding is larger compared to the case of low-
barrier samples V1 and T1.
Two important features result from Fig. 1. First, a
given value of Eb corresponds to rather different values
of LV and LT (note the different scale). This tells us
that such size parameters are not adequate to characterize
the actual exciton confinement. To introduce a more
appropriate quantity, we define an effective exciton Bohr
radius
a ­
¿
1
r
À21
, (1)
whose inverse is clearly proportional to the potential
energy and, for a 3D bulk semiconductor, coincides
with the usual exciton Bohr radius a–. The insets of
Fig. 1 show a as a function of the relevant geometrical
parameter, LV or LT . A same value of a corresponds
to different values of LV and LT , with LV always
larger than LT . Note that samples with similar binding
energies correspond to similar values of a (see, e.g.,
the circled points, to be discussed below). The second
feature resulting from Fig. 1 is that the ratio of binding
to potential energy is rather constant (shape and barrier
independent), and relatively close to one. This tells us
that for all the samples considered the mean kinetic energy
kKl is much smaller (about 4 times) than the potential
energy.
Both features indicate a shape-independent scaling of
the exciton binding energy. Indeed, by plotting the bind-
ing energy Eb of all samples vs the corresponding exciton
VOLUME 78, NUMBER 18 P HY S I CA L REV I EW LE T T ER S 5 MAY 1997TABLE I. Sample parameters and calculated Eb for the four sets of wires. Ve , Vh , and Eb
are given in meV; LV , LT are given in nm. Other parameters are the electron effective mass
me ­ 0.067m0, and the hole effective mass mh ­ 0.38m0 along the [001] crystallographic
direction, and mh ­ 0.69m0 along the [110] crystallographic direction, where m0 is the free
electron mass. The values in boldface refer to samples for which Eb has been experimentally
evaluated.
V1 Ve 150 LV 3.48 5.22 6.96 8.70 a 10.44 12.18
Vh 50 Eb 14.12 13.91 12.81 11.66 10.63 9.76
V2 Ve 1036 LV 3.48 5.22 6.96 8.70 10.44 12.18
Vh 558 Eb 23.37 19.10 16.13 13.97 12.36 11.12
T1 Ve 243 LT 3.24 4.32 5.40 b 6.48 7.56
Vh 131 Eb 14.85 13.39 11.63 10.63 9.82
T2 Ve 1036 LT 3.24 4.32 5.40 b 6.48 7.56
Vh 558 Eb 19.90 16.23 13.90 12.41 11.26
QW Ve 1036 L 3.24 5.40 8.64 16.20
Vh 558 Eb 10.76 9.83 8.89 7.41
aParameters corresponding to the sample of Ref. [6].
bParameters corresponding to the samples of Ref. [8].radius a (Fig. 2), what we obtain is a universal (shape and
barrier independent) curve, Eb , 1a . A universal scaling
of the mean potential and kinetic energy [18] is apparent
in the kV l vs kKl plot reported in the inset of Fig. 2;
to a very good approximation, all sets of points for V-
wires and T-wires fall on a straight line with slope a
very close to 4. For comparison, we have performed
analogous calculations for a set of QWs (the parameters
are defined in Table I). As shown in Fig. 2, we find that
Eb scales with a similarly to q1D structures, although
with a different prefactor. If kV l is plotted vs kKl (inset
of Fig. 2), in fact, the points for QWs again fall on a
FIG. 2. Exciton binding energy Eb vs effective exciton Bohr
radius, a, for the four sets of V-wires and T-wires, and for
the set of QWs of Table I. Dashed curves are a fitting to 1ya
form. The inset reports the average potential vs kinetic energy,
falling on a straight line with slope a . 4 for all wire samples.
Results for QW structures are also shown for comparison; in
this case a . 2. Solid lines are a linear fit to the calculated
points.straight line, but now the slope is a ­ 2 within numerical
accuracy.
We can therefore conclude that, for q1D structures
in the strong-confinement regime considered here, the
potential-to-kinetic energy ratio is still a constant. How-
ever, its value is found to be twice the value imposed by
the conventional virial theorem in 3D and ideal 2D sys-
tems, which we find to be also followed by QWs of com-
parable confinement lengths. In this respect, our findings
confirm that q1D confinement is indeed advantageous for
the purpose of obtaining enhanced exciton binding, and
provide a general and quantitative prescription for tai-
loring Eb by tuning the effective exciton Bohr radius a
through the geometrical size parameters.
At the same time, however, the universal scaling law of
Fig. 2 sets a clear limit for the possible effects of choosing
different shapes of the wire cross section, as long as they
correspond to similar values of the effective Bohr radius
a. For a given value of a, there is no hope to further
increase Eb by tailoring the potential-to-kinetic energy
ratio a through the geometry of the confining profile.
This last conclusion is in apparent contradiction with
some findings that have been reported recently, based on
optical experiments on different wires. In particular, a very
large enhancement of the exciton binding energy was re-
cently reported in high-quality T-wires, with estimated Eb
reaching values 6–7 times larger than the corresponding
3D effective Rydberg [8]. These values are much larger
than our theoretical findings for the same nominal poten-
tial profile [19]. More importantly, the effective Bohr
radius for such T-wire geometry is found to be very close
to the value of a obtained for samples of different shape
(V-wires, Ref. [6]), where much smaller values of Eb were
reported [20]. Our calculated Eb for such V-wire and
T-wire samples of comparable a (highlighted by circled
points in Fig. 1 and boldface characters in Table I) are,
of course, very similar. We think that the origin of this3529
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Ref. [8] to extract Eb from the experimental data. There,
the measured quantity is the energy shift of the T-wire
exciton with respect to the exciton of the parent QW,
while Eb is derived by subtracting quantities that are
estimated on the basis of simplified models. Among
these, the largest approximation is made in the estimate
of the energy shift between the lowest single-particle
transitions of the T-wire and the parent QW: If we
perform accurate calculations, including realistic masses
and valence band mixing as described in Ref. [21],
we find that the values used in Ref. [8] are largely
underestimated [22], leading to an overestimated value
of Eb . Further approximations pointed out by the au-
thors (e.g., the indirect determination of LT ) may also
contribute to an overestimation of Eb , but are probably
less important. When these corrections are taken into
account, the experimental data of Someya et al. [8]
are indeed compatible with the present theoretical picture,
as well as with the previous experimental results [6].
In summary, we have shown that in strongly confined
quantum wires the average Coulomb and kinetic energies
are proportional; their constant ratio is very close to 4,
i.e., twice the conventional “virial” value—which holds
in homogeneous systems and is found here to apply also
to QWs—thus allowing enhanced Eb . As a consequence
of this same proportionality, the scaling of Eb is found
to be governed by a universal parameter that limits the
possible differences due to variations in the shape of the
wire cross section. Our results for realistic V-wires and
T-wires in the strong confinement regime are consistent
with the available experimental data and offer a guideline
for tailoring binding energies in these structures.
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